
INTERNAL VERSUS EXTERNAL CUSTOMERS STARBUCKS

This lesson will consider the internal and external customer, how We going to look at Starbucks coffee as an example of
a company that has.

The lunch choices seemed to be few, with only wraps and sandwiches Struck coffee drinks are strong but with
a very bitter and burnt taste. To pm SST Struck is a famous, world-known branding, so when it opens new
store in new country, this event will have big impact on customer behavior. Intense brand loyalty may be
helping to stave off competitors. Customers require low price Prices based on WAS reporting in Chicago It is
not good for kids: the high calorie and caffeine content of some of its drinks Limited products at different
locations Limited lunch choices, seating area was also limited. Sometimes you are the customer and
sometimes you are the service provider. An internal customer can be a co-worker, another department, or a
distributor who depends upon us to provide products or services which in turn are utilized to create a
deliverable for the external customer. Internal customers could get many benefit for purchasing: they could get
a large discount for every products and get free products on special occasion For the external customers:
Struck succeeded in establishing a unique coffee culture within timeliness in testifying customers: high
quality-product, good service. Anytime we experience a Starbucks beverage at a restaurant, a conference, a
Barnes and Noble, on a plane, or in a Keurig machine, we are encountering a B2B component of the brand.
They account for almost half 49 percent of its total business. About the author Chrissy Kidd Chrissy Kidd is a
Denver-based writer who specializes in making sense of theories and new developments in technology,
science, and medicine. Such internal customers all have a hand in delivering the product to your end client.
There are of course many other internal parts of the business. Starbucks utilizes a learning management system
with e-learning, hands-on training, mentorship and skills certification. This is actually why people start their
day by drinking their favorite cup of coffee Other benefits A Place for Everyone Many would agree that
Struck serves up a high-quality brew that helps them power through the day. Other people will want to have
discounts and find out about new drinks this then attracts more customers who become regular and new
loyalty card holders. Marketing should also be focused on reaching youth customers with varying tastes and
interests. The coffee in the grocery store is usually a few dollars cheaper. Bin El. From an IT perspective, of
course there are reasons to separate the types of customers you serve: you may have an in-house help desk and
a public-facing one. Com and do some simple Click to complete their order. Internal customer service can
flourish only in high communication environment. But what does that mean?


